In accordance with the custom of this University, it is my privilege and duty, as the most recently appointed Professor, to give the introductory lecture in the Faculty of Medicine for the session now commencing. The subject of the discourse is wisely left to the speaker's choice; but it is presumed to be connected with medicine, and with that particular branch which is more immediately associated with his own chair. The subject of my course of lectures during the winter is the bearing of medicine on disease; and this subject has been lately brought prominently before the public. A few months ago in London there w7as held a Congress which, for interest and importance, may fitly be considered the most remarkable in the annals of medicine. For there were then assembled the most eminent and noteworthy leaders of our art, from this and other lands. And they were brought face to face as they never had been before. They spoke openly, and discussed questions, and expressed opinions in the presence of the public; and, through the press, the public came to take an interest in their proceedings, and to assume, as it naturally should, a judicial and critical tone with regard to the progress of medicine, taking it in its widest and broadest sense.
Reviews, for the most part laudatory, and abstracts, marked by perfect fairness, appeared in the daily newspapers; and from these, and the more extended reports given in the medical periodicals, many who had never thought much of our existence and our views before, except when they were sick, or sickness entered their households, came to talk about doctors and science, and disease and health. The discussion went beyond the regions of lightly read and easily forgotten newspaper topics, and permeated private circles, and formed the theme of conversation in the casual meeting of chance acquaintances.
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